Adventure of a Lifetime

Owners Ross and Anna Scott, invite you to come
fly their Black Beauty helicopters and experience
Hawaii’s hidden wonders. “ We simply want
to share the incredible
experience of flying in a
helicopter over the most
awesome terrain and
features in the world. From
rainforest to desert, active
volcanoes to the shore, sea
cliffs and valleys, ancient ruins and historic towns.”
Our experienced pilots provide narration with
a rich history and knowledge of the islands. Our
reservations staff, friendly customer service crew,
experienced pilots and well trained mechanics make
your safety and comfort our number one priority.
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Reservation Reminder
My flight is at:________________on _______________
(day/date)

It is important that we have accurate body weight from every
passenger. FAA regulations require all passengers and their carryon items to be weighed at time of check-in.

3416 Rice Street, Suite 203 • Lihue, HI 96766
5-3541 Kuhio Hwy. • Princeville, HI 96722
Toll Free Reservations: 1-888-245-4354
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owner and President has over 38 years of aviation
experience and is a decorated Vietnam veteran.
His experience has earned Sunshine Helicopters
an excellent safety record with over 30 years of
operations in Hawaii. “Our greatest asset is our
people and their aloha. Sunshine’s special aloha
begins with our professional reservationists and our
aloha continues when you step foot into our flight
operations facility where our friendly ground crew
will safety brief, pamper and escort you to your
helicopter. Our pilot aloha is unmatched in the
industry.
Aloha,

S

F ly in Safety and Comfort
Our experienced
pilots provide you with
the best tours. Be assured
that your comfort and
safety is our greatest
concern. Not only are
they top-notch pilots, but
excellent narrators as well, providing you with a rich
history and knowledge of the islands.
Our highly qualified
maintenance
technicians
are FAA certified
and factory trained in
the latest specialized
procedures for airframe
and power-plant
diagnostics and service.
Our professional
staff happily greet you
with warm aloha, as you
check in for your flight.
Dispatchers will visit
with you as you enjoy
coffee or brew a cup
of tea, while relaxing
in comfortable surroundings in our facility. Our Sunshine
Helicopters logo shop provides a variety of affordable
memento items and sports wear to browse through.
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unshine Helicopters is a proud member of the Tour Operators Program of Safety.
T.O.P.S. goes beyond the requirements of the Federal Aviation Regulations with higher
standards for management, pilot qualifications and training, maintenance, ground support
personnel and aircraft equipment. www.topssafety.com

The Ultimate Kauai Adventure

Your tour over, around and even through Kauai will create a memory
that will stay with you for a lifetime. You will see areas where no one
has ever set foot. Hidden places that can only be discovered from the
air. Your tour will also include many famous areas that have made
the “garden island” a favorite location for Hollywood. You will see
lush valleys dotted with waterfalls, colorful and intricate Waimea
Canyon and the impenetrable NaPali coast known for its towering
razor sharp cliffs and secluded beaches and much more.

Flights Depart from Lihue Airport and
our exclusive Princeville Heliport location.

